
JESSICA I. MORALES
Mind Strategist 

Jessica’s 20 years in sales and business 
development led to her greatest joy, coaching 
individuals and teams by accessing the full 
potential of the mind.  With the right state of 
mind, we can access FLOW, an “optimal state 
of consciousness where we feel our best and 
perform from our best.” Her drive stems from 
the belief that, when we are happier at work, 
we positively impact personal well-being, family 
systems and communities. 

Her unique approach results in:
Happier Employees 
Positive Mindset
Enhanced productivity
Employees who want to grow
An environment that stimulates FLOW
Meaningful and connected engagement 
With people who want to help each other
and your company.
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“...an energetic, passionate and inspiring powerhouse who 
genuinely wants others  to win in a meaningful way. Jessica’s 
seminars make lasting impressions from thought to action. 
She transforms people’s lives and has certainly made a huge 
difference in mine.” Donald Chiano, Ropes & Gray LLP  

“...a creative and original thinker with native intelligence, 
great curiosity about people and ideas balanced with 
common sense”. Tim Southwick, SVP, WET Design 

“Jessica is a change agent using her business savvy and 
personal development skills to transform people and 
companies. She helps build mindsets for longlasting change.” 
Pernell Marsh, Room Producer, NBC Universal

“Her biggest strength is her intuition. She is able to get to the 
root, steer people to mental clarity, quickly, and inspire action.” 
Christopher Moran, General Director, Jack Engle & Company  

“...a true professional with a charismatic personality that 
connects with everybody she comes in contact with.” 
Sergio Salup, SVP, Chase

“Jessica brings so much light to the actors union!”
 Charity Allen, Education Coordinator, SAG/AFTRA

TESTIMONIALS:

• Bypass the Critical Mind to Build a Growth Mindset

• Boost Productive Thinking with Mental Priming and 
   Physical Conditioning   
  
• Access Flow State for Creativity Speaking the Mind’s  
   Language: Imagery and Visualization

• Build Instant Trust and Rapport by Observing and 
   Predicting the Behaviors of Key Personality Types

• How to Build and Maintain A Positive Workplace Culture

• Mind Conditioning for Motivation and Innovation

• Reversing the Fight/Flight Response in 5 Minutes or Less

TOPICS:


